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Objectives
KOH is an ongoing collaboration between investigators from 
the two said communities which aims: 
 To document, archive and preserve narratives of personal 

experiences and living memories of events related to the 
armed conflict of Kashmir circa 1989-90. 

 To help preserve the factual integrity of Kashmir’s contested 
past in the last few decades against attempts to distort, 
revise or falsify history. 

The archive will be a repository of information for the future 
generations of Kashmir as well as for researchers and social 
scientists investigating the many different aspects of this conflict 
– historical, social, political and psychological. 
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KOH website

www.kashmiroralhistory.org

Research team: 
Sadaf Munshi and Ajay Raina (PIs)

Other associates:
Sualeh Keen and Anamika M Girotee
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Important Questions
 How did a certain complex historical event 

unfold and why? What contextual features 
were relevant to specific outcomes?

 What is the relationship of collective 
memories with actual events that happened 
in the past?

 How do individuals interpret or perceive 
various incidents related to historical events?

 Can collective memories be deconstructed 
such that various narratives are allowed to 
interact with each other?
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Important findings

Understanding the events in time and space

The project findings help understand some of 
the events in time and space, unveiling the 
actions and choices that various individuals 
made or were forced to make. Here, it 
becomes important, or rather necessary to 
understand what actions or events are selected 
or omitted by a certain group or individuals 
within that group in their narrative to arrive at 
a specific interpretation or outcome. 
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Important findings
Language and identity politics: use of signs, 
symbols and slogans

Changes in the social and political scenario of 
Kashmir were reflected in the use of signs, 
slogans and terminology symbolic of the Muslim 
religious identity. 
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Important findings
Language and identity politics: use of signs, 
symbols and slogans

Use of Persian/Urdu/Arabic in political slogans
Arabic/Persian. naara-e-takbiir, Allah-o-Akbar
‘Shout out the phrase “Allah-o-Akbar” (‘God is great’)

Urdu. hum kyaa chahate? Azaadi! 
‘What do we want? Azaadi (freedom)’ 

Urdu. yahaan kya chalega? nizaam-e-mustafa!
‘What will prevail here? The Law of Mustafa!’

Urdu. azaadi kaa matlab kyaa? Ar. Laa-ilaha illallah!
‘What does azaadi (freedom) mean? There is no God except Allah’!
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Important findings

Dispelling the conspiracy theories

There are two extreme positions about a particular event –

• One held by the Kashmiri Muslims that the Pandit exodus was part 
of a government plan to crush the “movement” and was supported 
by the then Governor, Jagmohan

• And the other position held by many Kashmiri Pandits that the 
entire Muslim community was up in arms to purge the Kashmir 
valley of the Pandits. 
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Important findings
Breaking of stereotypes: KP-KM relations and the 
socio-politics of the region prior to 1990’s

• ‘Muslims were not (intellectually) very capable. They would 
ask Pandits to write their letters for them

• ‘They (Muslims) were quite poor. They were only after land’

• ‘If there was a Pandit doctor, everyone would say ‘he will do 
a better job (treating patients)’ 
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Important findings
Psychological costs of conflict: trauma of loss, 
torture and dislocation

It is this aspect which receives little attention from the 
“adversaries” belonging to the “other” side. These are 
stories that bring out the long-lasting impact of the 
conflict on the mental psychology of the victims. 
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Conclusion
 KOH brings out into the public domain what the dominant 

narratives on both sides have suppressed.

 The project brings an approach of collaboration where 
“listening” to the other’s story is a means to valuing their 
emotions. It seeks to build upon the human connection of 
each of the stories, which in turn, could bring about a 
possible change in the attitudes of the people involved in 
conflict. 

 KOH hopes to open up an avenue of dialogue between the 
victims and between the groups they belong to. These are 
stories that can talk to each other, help as a medium to 
negotiate between the groups in conflict and open doors for 
reconciliation in future.  
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